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Genomics Aotearoa Annual Meeting

The Genomics Aotearoa annual meeting for GA researchers has been
rescheduled for Tuesday, June 28, in-person in Dunedin.  
 
We will also be hosting a dinner on the evening of Monday, June 27 for those
coming into the city the day prior. The dinner will be held at Otago Museum,
and the Museum is kindly reprising our Genome Exhibition for this event. 
 
Genomics Aotearoa’s training team will run two Training workshops (20–30
people) on Wednesday June 29.  Information on these to follow, but please
keep the date free.

Genomics Museum Exhibition

The Genomics Aotearoa team has been busy organising a three-week long
genomics exhibition which will run at the Otago Museum from May 2-May 22. 
 
The digital display has visuals and content covering what a genome is, why it’s
important, and how genomics touches our everyday lives. 
 
The four sections of our display cover:

Genome 101 - the basics explained.

https://mailchi.mp/617a56e2c793/april-newsletter-16100115?e=[UNIQID]


A brief history - the story of how the science of genetics and genomics
has developed over the past 150 years
Genomics in Aotearoa - what New Zealand researchers are doing in
genomics to benefit health, conservation and primary production.
Covid 19, 2020 - the science story of the Covid 19 virus through a New
Zealand lens.

Indigenous Genomics Platform
The Indigenous Genomics Platform (IGP) is a dedicated fund set up by
Genomics Aotearoa that supports research of direct benefit to Māori across the
health, environment, and primary production areas. 
 
The fund opened for submissions on January 24, 2022.  
 
We are pleased to have received numerous quality submissions which are
currently under review. Applicants to the fund will be notified of the outcome by
May 31, 2022. 
 
We are honoured to support the progression of Māori research in genomics and
are excited by the standard of innovation present in all submissions.

Genomics Aotearoa YouTube Channel

Genomics Aotearoa YouTube Channel

We are very pleased to say Genomics Aotearoa now has a YouTube channel.
Jess McLean is currently uploading our previous seminars to the site – have a
look, subscribe and let your colleagues know. 

Tactical Control of Rats Project
Predator Free 2050 Limited (PF2050 Ltd) has announced it is investing $6.7
million into six research projects aiming to enable the Predator Free 2050
mission to eradicate invasive rats, stoats and possums from New Zealand, to
help reverse the decline in our native biodiversity. 

https://mailchi.mp/617a56e2c793/%C2%A0https://youtu.be/sDuz0hZs32M
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Genomics Aotearoa is coordinating one of those projects: 
Tactical Genetic Control of Rats ($2.25m) 
 
This multi-agency project is investigating whether recent overseas advances in
producing mice of only one sex can be adapted for new potential approaches
for rat eradication.  

Genomics Aotearoa Seminar Series
Thank you to Sook Jung from Washington State University who outlined
AgBioData: Reimagining a Sustainable Data Network to Accelerate Agricultural
Research and Discovery in the latest seminar. 
 
Coming up on April 22 we have Richard Espley and Chen Wu, Plant and
Food Research, talking about the Bilberry genome assembly – how “identifying
a complex loci is a step closer to breeding a novel anthocyanin-enriched, red-
fleshed blueberry.” 
 
Then on May 6 we have Nic Rawlence, University of Otago, presenting on
Palaeogenomics of prehistoric New Zealand.
  
Please let us know if you know of a potential presenter for future seminars.

Congratulations
Congratulations to Murray Cox, Massey University, who is one of 23 new
Fellows elected to the Academy of the Royal Society Te Apārangi for their
distinction in research and advancement of mātauranga Māori, humanities,
technology, and science.

Upcoming Bioinformatics Training
Introduction to Bash scripting and job scheduler (Slurm) for High

Performance Computing – Online, April 12th, 2022 (9:30am–4:30pm) 
 
This is a follow-up workshop. After attending the introductory workshops (Bash,
R or Genomic data analysis), we aim to take you to a level where you are
comfortable writing small scripts and automate your data analysis workflows

https://pf2050.co.nz/news/predator-free-2050-limited-supporting-breakthrough-science-for-predator-eradication/
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through writing basic bash scripts and scaling the workflow with the use
of slurm job scheduler. The NeSI High Performance Computing platforms will
be used for this workshop. Participants are expected to have familiarity with
Bash and workflows in general.  
 
Register at Eventbrite 
 

Introduction to R (for Genomics) – Online, April 13th 2022 (10am-4pm) 
 
Co-hosted by Genomics Aotearoa and NeSI, this online introductory workshop
will help you get started with R for genomic data analysis. Specifically,
attendees can expect to learn: 

The basic features of the R language
Getting started with tabular data
Aggregating and analysing data
Data visualisation
Producing reports with R Markdown

Register at Eventbrite
 

RNA-seq Workshop – Online, May 10th 2022 (9:30am– 4pm) 
 
Genomics Aotearoa and NeSI will be running an RNA-seq workshop that will
cover a Differential Expression pipeline. The workshop will cover both Pre-
analysis (Experimental design) and Core-Analysis (Quality Check, Read
Alignment, Differential Expression, Quantification and Functional
profiling). Participants are expected to have familiarity with both bash and R.  
 
Register at Eventbrite   
 

Introduction to Snakemake – Online, May 12th 2022 (10am–4pm) 
 
Automate Your Workflow with Snakemake. 
Are you working with big data? Do you need to pass your data through various
software? Oh wait! Have I updated this output file? If you’ve ever been in this
situation, you would know that it can become quite difficult to maintain
consistency and accuracy. The more manual steps we execute, the more
human errors that are inevitably introduced into our analysis - hampering
accuracy and reproducibility. In this hands-on workshop, you will be guided
through an introduction to Snakemake, a workflow language with its basis in the

https://www.eventbrite.co.nz/e/online-introduction-to-bash-scripting-and-hpc-job-scheduler-tickets-310213666427
https://www.eventbrite.co.nz/e/introduction-to-r-for-genomics-tickets-310212121807
https://www.eventbrite.co.nz/e/rna-seq-workshop-online-tickets-310214849967


popular programming language, Python. 
 
Attendees can expect to learn:

The benefits of using Snakemake or other workflow languages,
How to create a workflow to organize your computations, and
How an HPC scheduler (such as Slurm) fits into your workflow

Register at Eventbrite 

Plant Genomes Online Conference
Plant Genomes Online is a free, 24-hour, virtual conference that aims to bring
together plant genome researchers from across the globe. The conference will
be held via Zoom webinar on April 27-28 and will be organised across six four-
hour sessions, each with a keynote speaker (including GA researcher David
Chagne), and time for networking. 
 
Registration here.

New To Our Website
Introducing Annabel Whibley, a Genomics
Aotearoa research fellow in the University of
Auckland School of Biological Sciences. 
 
Learn more about Annabel here 
 

Genomics Vacancies
Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research is looking for a Postdoctoral Fellow in
Insect Genomics to join a research project investigating the genomics of
successful asexual reproduction in stick insects. Follow this link for more
information. 
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Plant and Food Research have an opportunity for a PhD student to
investigate the genetic bases of recurrent flowering (RF) in blueberry. This PhD
project is part of the PFR Growing Futures™ direction Horticulture Production
goes Urban – Hua ki te Ao (HGU).  The project will apply a multi-omics
approach to study RF in blueberry. For more information, registration details
and to apply for this position People & Careers · Plant & Food Research
(plantandfood.com). 
 

 The One Health Research Group at the University of Melbourne is recruiting
PhD students to investigate advantageous genetic traits against the disease
chytridiomycosis and develop synthetic biology methods to increase disease
resistance in declining frog species, and/or decrease virulence in the fungus.
Follow this link for more information. 
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